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Abstract 
Fleissner, W.G., Normal Measure Axiom and Balogh’s theorems, Topology and its Applications 
39 (1991) 123-143. 
We present. an axiom and combinatorics approach to recent results of Balogh. Specifically we 
prove that the Normal Measure Axiom implies that normal locally compact spaces are collection- 
wise normal and that countably paracompact, locally compact spaces are expandible. We present 
a proof of Prikry’s theorem that adding supercompact many random reals forces the Normal 
Measure Axiom. 
Keywords: Random reals, Cohen reals, supercompact cardinals, collectionwise normality, Normal 
Moore Space Conjecture, countable paracompactness. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D15,03E35, 54D45,03E55. 
At STACY (Set Theory and Applications, Conference at York) Balogh completed 
the Toronto project by proving the theorem below. This project was proposed by 
Tall in [21]; the introduction of Balogh’s paper [l] has a review of previous results. 
( Balogh). If supercompact many Cohen or random reals are adjoined to a 
model of ZFC, then in the resulting model, 
(i) normal, locally compact spaces are collectionwise normal, and 
(ii) countably paracompact, locally compact spaces are expandible. 
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This important and interesting result has a smaller audience than it deserves. 
First, as stated, it is a theorem of metamathematics, rather than mathematics. Second, 
Balogh follows the approach of [5], requiring the reader to simultaneously use his 
knowledge of forcing, elementary embeddings, and topology. 
In this paper we present an axiom and combinatorics approach to Baiogh’s resuits. 
NMA abbreviates Normal Measure Axiom. The topology and combinatorics are in 
Theorems 1 and 2; the metamathematics are in Theorem 3. Moreover, many of the 
lemmas used in the proofs are purely combinatorial or purely topological. 
Theorem 1. Assume NMA. A locally compact, normal space is collectionwise normal. 
Theorem 2. Assume NMA. A locally compact, countably paracompact space is 
expandible. 
Theorem 3 (Prikry [ 171). Let K be supercompact in V; let G be a V-generic jlter on 
M(K). Then NMA holds in V[ G]. (Loosely speaking, adding supercompact many 
random reals makes NMA true.) 
Sections I-3 present the preliminary notation, combinatorics, and topology enab- 
ling us to prove Theorem 1 in Section 4. In Section 3, we introduce notions weaker 
than locally compact but sufficient for our proofs. If X is assumed to be hereditarily 
normal (or hereditarily countably paracompact) we can weaken locally compact 
even further. These generalizations, Theorems 1’ and 2’, are stated in Section 3. 
\fter more topology, we prove Theorem 2 in Section 8. Theorem 3 is proved in 
Section 9; Section 10 discusses using Cohen reals instead of random reals. 
The following paragraphs ate imprecise and use terms not yet defined. Their 
purpose is to provide a framework onto which to fit the definitions and lemmas of 
Sections l-4. 
In Theorem 1, %J = { yi : i E I} will be a discrete family of closed subsets of a 
normal T, space X, 9, and we set Y = U 3. In the proof of Nyikos’ theorem [16], 
for each fe 2’ we apply normality to get disjoint open sets I+, vr. For each y E Y, 
we choose a neighborhood w.[, a subset of U,f or yl. as appropriate. PMEA is a 
combinatorial axiom allowing a precise definition of “most” (as measure $). We 
obtain a neighborhood yV of y with y,. c W:(.’ for most S using c-additivity of the 
measure because WI: is chosen from a neighborhood base of cardinality less than c. 
In this paper, we consider small subsets s of X u Z For “almost all” s, we use 
Nyikos’ argument to choose, for y E s n Y, a neighborhood Wt. E s n 9. Then we 
choose a neighborhood W.V of y with H$ c WU( s) for “most” s. NMA is an axiom 
asserting the existence of a measure on families of small subsets, enabling us to 
precisely define “most”. The neighborhood base of cardinality less than c is replaced 
by the requirement W,.(s) E s n 9, which aibows us to use a pressing-down lemma 
(Lemma 2.2). Normality is a technical notion which makes “almost all” s closed 
in an algebraic, not topological, sense, For example, for al ES(73 
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and y~sn YnU, then UnVEsn9 and there is WEsnT such that YE 
W c @‘c U. (Compare with the definitions of linear subspace and algebraically 
closed fields.) This “algebraic closure” allows us to use Nyikos’ argument even 
though (s n X, s n 3) is not a topological space. 
1. Notation 
We denote the cardinal of the continuum as c. For r a set of ordinals, let at(r) 
be the order type of r; i.e. the unique ordinal T such that (r, E ) = (7, E ) (see [ 12, 
Definition 7.7, p. 18-J). 
A filter 9 on a set I is K-complete if the intersection of less than K members of 
3 is again in 9. Given a filter 9 on I, we define the family of 5positive sets, 
S+={Ac I: VFE 9, An F#Q)} and the dual ideal, S’={Z\F: FE 9). A filter $ 
on a regular cardinal K is called normal if an analogue of the pressing down-lemma 
holds; i.e. if whenever domfe 9+, andf( a) < (Y for all a! E domf, thenf is constant 
on a s-positive set. 
PJ is defined to be the set {s c A: IsI < K}. For s E P,h, set ST = {t E P,A: s c t). A 
K-complete filter 9 on P,h is called fine is ST E g for all s E P,A. A fine filter 9 on 
P,A is called normal if whenever domfE 9+, and f(s) E s for all s E domf, then f 
is constant on a s-positive set. Equivalently, 9 is normal if when { Fa : a E A} c 3, 
then A( F, : a! E A}, defined to be {s E PKA : Va E s, s E Fa}, is in 9. (The argument 
which works for filters on K also works for filters on P,A; see [ 1.2, p. 80, Lemma 
6.151. If we consider an ordinal to be the set of its predecessors, then K c PK~ and 
f( (Y) < cy becomes f( ar ) E cy. So . normality for a filter on K is a special case of 
normality for filters on P,A.) A cardinal K is called supercompact iff for all A 3 K 
there is a normal ultrafilter on P,A. 
A subset D of P,A is called co$nal if for all s E P,A there is t E s’/’ n D. A subset 
D of P,A is called p-directed if for all d E [D]‘” there is d’ E D such that U d c d ‘. 
Directed means w-directed. A subset D of P,A is called K,p-closed if whenever 
E c D is p-directed and lu El c K, then U E E D. A subset D of P,A is called 
K,p-club if D is cofinal and K,p-closed. (If w < p, then p-directed is stronger than 
o-directed; hence K,p-club is weaker than K,W-club. For example, in &K, K is 
K,W-club, while {a E K: cf( a) 2 p} is K,p-club but not K&J-club.) 
By a measure on a set X we mean a countably additive measure m whose domain 
is a o-algebra of P(X), whose range is a subset of [0, 11, and such that m(X) = 1 l
An omniscient measure on X is one whose domain is all of P(X). Given a measure 
m, define the filter 9(m) = {A c X: m(A) = I> and the reduced measure algebra is 
(dom m)/F( m). A measure m on S = P,A is called normal if S(m) is normal. A 
measure m is K-additive if whenever D is a disjoint family of less than K measurable 
sets then the measure of the union is the sum oft measures. e denote by 1 
the reduced measure algebra oft asure algebra, or ~23 measure 
algebra, on the product 2’. 
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PMEA, the Product Measure Extension Axiom asserts that for all A there exists 
an omniscient c-additive measure on 2” extending the usual product measure. 
NMA, the Normal Measure Axiom, asserts that for all A 2 c there exists a normal 
omniscient c-additive measure on PJ. 
In [17], Prikry states NMA as “2” is real supercompact”. 
2. Combinatorial consequences of N 
For simplicity, we assume NMA throughout this section. For most of the lemmas, 
weaker hypotheses suffice and apply to P,h. For example, if c is real-valued measur- 
able, then c is a regular limit cardinal (Ulam) and even more (Solovay). To prove 
Lemma 2.4, it suffices that 9 is a normal filter on P,A which is p-saturated for some 
p < K. (9 is p-saturated iff whenever 3 c 9’ satisfies G n H E 9’ for distinct G, 
H E %, then I%] < p.) The reader interested in weaker hypotheses sufficient for the 
individual results is referred to [ 11, 17, 191. 
Lemma 2.1. If NMA, then c is regular. 
Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that sup{ p(? : cy < v} = c, where pn, v < c. 
Let m be a fine measure on PJ. For each ar m(( pJ7) = 1, so m({s E P,c: IsI co,}) = 0. 
By c-additivity, m( PCc) = 0. Contradiction! 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let m be an omniscient normal measure on S, where S = P,A. Let f be a 
function from a subset of S to A. If for all s E domJ; f(s) E s, then there are A c dom.f 
and a countable set 2 so that m(A) = m(dom f) andf (s)E Zfor all s E A. Hence for 
all q B 0 there are A’ c A and d E [Z]- w so that for all s E A’, f(s) E d and m( A’) > 
m(A)-rl. 
Proof,. Set 2 = {(Y E A: m(f -‘(cy)) > 0). Let A = f -l(Z). 2 is countable, so m(A) = 
I{ m( f -‘(a)): a E 2). Towards a contradiction, assume that m(R) > 0, w&x R = 
dom f \A. Normality applied to R and f 1 R yields a p which should be in Z but is 
not. The last sentence is essentially the definition of 1 {m( f -‘( a)): a E Z). Cl 
Call a subset I of a measure algebra probabilistically independent of measure i 
(we will just say independent) provided that for any finite Fc I and any f: F + 
(1, -l}, the measu re of A{a.‘: aE F} is (!)“I, where a’ is a or the complement of 
a depending on whether f (a) is 1 or -1. The standard example of an independent 
subset is Ind(J) = {{f E 2’: f(j) =0}/9’(m,):j~ J}. In Section 9 when we show that 
NMA holds in the model constructed by adding supercompact many random reals, 
we additionally show that the omniscient measure u on P,A satisfies P( P,A )/9’(p) 2 
M(u) where ZJ 2 A. If we add this extra information to the statement of NMA, we 
can skip Maharam’s Theorem and parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.3. 
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Let A be a complete Boolean algebra. A partition of A is a subset B = { bi: i E I} 
of A such that sup B = 1 and bi A b,i = 0 iff i Zj. For b E A, let 4,, be the quotient 
map on A defined by qh(a) = b A a. 
Roughly speaking, Maharam’s theorem asserts that if (A, CL) is a reduced measure 
algebra, then (the Stone space of) A is a weighted sum of (the Stone spaces of) the 
standard measure algebras M(K). In more detail, there are a countable partition 
{ bi: i < N} of A, cardinals { Ki: i < N}, positive real numbers (vi: i C N), and 
isomorphisms { +i: i C N}, where N s o and 4i: range qh, + M( Ki), such that for all 
a E A, p(a) = C (~i)(mi(4i(h A a))), w h ere mi is the usual measure on M(#i). A 
precise statement and proof of Maharam’s theorem is found on p. 914 of [9]. 
Theorem 2.3 ( Kunen). AMA implies PMEA. In detail: 
(a) If there is an omniscient normal measure m’ on S = P,h, then there is an 
omniscient normal measure m so that P(S)/$‘(m) s M(u) for some v. 
(b) Such a v satisfies v* 3 h. 
(c) If there is an omniscient measure m on a set E with P( E )/ F( m) = M ( v) where 
v 2 A, then there is an omniscient measure m” on 2” extending product measure. 
roof. (a) Apply Maharam’s theorem to the reduced measure algebra P(S)/ 9( m’) 
with notation as above. For T c S, define 
m(T)= m(4Ah A TPYm’H) 3 
r71 
where m, is the measure on M(K,). It is routine that m is fine if m’ is fine, that m 
is normal if m’ is normal, and that P( P,A)/$‘( m) = M( K~). 
(b) Let @ be the family of equivalence classes of functions f from S to c, where 
f= g iff (s E S: f(s) = g(s)} E s(m). We will establish the inequalities 
For cy < A, define fu( s) = ot(s n a). The map from h to @ which takes Q! to the 
equivalence class of & is one to one. Let x : c + “2 be one to one. For f from S to 
C, define K,(n) = {s E S: x(f( s))( n) = O}/@(m). Observe that f= g iff for all n E o, 
&f(n) = Kg(n). Thus the map taking f to K, defines a one to one map from @ to 
“M(V). Finally, (v) is a-generated by Ind( v). (For more, see [lo].) 
(c) Let m be an omniscient normal measure on E. From Ind( v) we can find 
{T,: a<A}c P(E) so that {T,,/9(m): a<A} is independent. Define 4:E+2” by 
(+(e))(a) = 0 iff eE T,. For Xc 2”, define p(X) = m(+-‘(X)). Clearly p is an 
omniscient measure, and by independence, p agrees with product measure on basic 
open sets. ence p extends product measure. ( n essence, Ulam E221 used this 
argument to show that if there is a omniscient measure on c, then there is an 
omniscient measure on lF3 extending ebesgue measure.) 
S = PC/p. By (a), there is an 
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and choice of p, v 3 h. Finally, applying (c) with E = S gives an omniscient measure 
on 2A extending product measure. Cl 
a 2.4. Let m be an omniscient normal measure on S = P,h, /et o s p < K, and 
let C c P,A be a K,p-club. Then m( C ) = 1. 
roof. For SES, set G,=(tE P(s)nC:ot(t)<ot(snK)}. For WEA, choose S:E 
{a)tn C, and s,, E: (s:,)T with ot(s:,)<ot(s, n K). Set A = A{sJ: cy E A}. By nor- 
mality, d has measure one. If s E d, then s = U G,. If s E C, then either G, is not 
p-directed, or s f lJ G,. Set R = A\ C; for each r E R, G, is not p-directed; i.e. for 
each r E R there is some v < p and some Dr = {s,,: a! < v} c G, so that there is no 
s E 6, with t) D, c s. Towards a contradiction, assume that R has positive measure. 
By rc-additivity, for some v < p, {r E R: 1 D,] = v), (let us cal! this set R’) has positive 
measure. 
ForacvandrE R”,thereis~~(r)ErnKsothatot(s,)=ot(~,(r)nr).ByLemma 
2.2 there are A,, c R” and a countable set 2, so that m( A,, ) = m( R’) and J,(r) E 2, 
forallrfA,.SetQ=~(A,:cu<v}and8=sup{~{Z,,:~<v}};notethatm(Q)= 
m(R’) and 6< K. 
For r E Q and CY < v, list s,,, as (&Jr): y < e). By Lemma 2.2 there are Qay c Q 
and countable sets bcty so that m(Q,,) = m(Q) = m(R’) and &&)E bay for all 
re Qcry- Set R”=n (Qctv: cy < v, y < e) and b = U {bcly: cy < v, y < e); note that 
m(R”)>O and ]bl< K. 
Choose s E t? n c (cofinal); choose t E ST so that at(s) < ot( t n K); choose q E tf n 
R” (positive measure). Then U Dq c b c s E Gq. Contradiction! 0 
The next two results are not needed for the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, but they 
are included because they are closely related to the material of this section. Carr’s 
Theorem shows that we can omit the saturated hypothesis on 9 in Lemma 2.4 by 
strengthening the hypothesis on C to K,o-club. Lemma 2.5 can be used in place of 
Lemma 2.4 in the proofs of Theorems l’(b) and 2’(b). Lemma 2.6 gives cardinal 
arithmetic consequences of NMA; parts (c) and (d) generalize results of Solovay 
from supercompact cardinals to “real supercompact” cardinals. 
ma 2.5 (Carr [3]). If 5 is a normal jilter on S = P,A and C c S is K,o-club, then 
CE 5 
roof. Let b : h + [A]’ be a bijection. Let 
C’ = {s E S: if a, p E s, then b-‘{ q p} E s}. 
C’ and C n C’ are K,W-club. By induction on n E W, define t : (w x [A]‘) + C n C’ so 
that 
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Note that if b(y) = {a, p}, b( y’) = { cy’, p’}, and m = max{ n, n’} + 1, then 
Thus range t is K,o-directed. Set s,~ = IJ { t( n, { cy, p}): n E w); note that sap E C n C’. 
(Set s,J = S.) 
We define C” and chase through definitions. 
C”= A{A{s,,t: p E A}: ar E A} (so C” E 9 by normality) 
={sES:if a,PEs, then ~ES,J} 
Thus, if s E C”, then s E C by K,o-directed 
2.6. Assume NMA. 
(a) (Ulam [22]) c is weakly inaccessible; 
(b) (Prikry [17]) 2”=c for ~6 ZKC. 
Hence C E 9. q 
in particular, CH fails. 
(c) (Prikry [17]) A”= A for all regular A SC. 
(d) (Prikry [17]) 2”= u+ for all singular sfrong limits u. 
3. Topological preliminaries 
Throughout this paper 9/ = ( Yj: i f I} will be a family of closed subsets of a regular 
T, space X, 9, and we set 1. = IJ 9. For x E X, set Y, = {U E 9: x E U}. A family 
9’ of subsets in a space X is discrete (respectively, 1ocallyJinite) if every x E X has 
a neighborhood meeting at most one (respectively finitely many) members of 9. A 
family 8’ = { Ei: i E I} is called an expansion of 9 = {Sit i E I} if for all i E Z, Si c Ei- 
A space X is collectionwise normal if every discrete closed family has an open 
disjoint expansion. 
Lemma 3.1. A family 9’ = { Si: i E I} of subsets in a space X is discrete $9 is locally 
finite and {Si: i E I) is disjoint. 
The following abbreviations will be convenient when working with locally finite 
families. 
ord(U,T) = ~{LEZ: UnL#0}1, 
fin(U,Z) - ord(U,Z)<w, 
wlf(x, %) t) Qc TV, an 
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Let H c X. We say that % is an outer base for H if whenever H c V, V open in 
X, there is U E 91 such that H c U c V We call a family % of open sets an open 
regular filter base if whenever U, V E %, then there is WE (92 such that WC U n V 
We say that an open regular filter base % is heavenly if n% is compact and % is 
an outer base for n %. (“Heavenly” because Engelking is the standard English 
language text for spaces of point-countable type, which vJere introduced by 
Arhangel’skii.) 
mma 3.2. Let % be an open regular jilter base. Set H = n %. 
(a) Ij’ there is G E % with G compact, then % is heavenly. 
(b) Iffor some ?fc 41, Y is heavenly, then 41 is heavenly. 
roof. (a) Note that H =n { 0: U E %). Let H c W, W open. Then {X\ 0: U E “u) 
is an open cover of G\ W. If {X\ U : U E ‘} is a finite subcover, then H c n %‘n 
Gc W. 
The proof of (b) is similar. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose 2 is locally finite in a space X, and K c X is compact. Then 
there is cn open set U containing K such that fin( U, 2). Hence if % is heavenly and 
x E n “;i, then wlf (x, ‘91). 
roof. For each x E K let w, E TV satisfy fin( W,, 9). Let %’ be a finite subcover 
of{W,:xEK};set U=U%‘. q 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose X is locally compact. For each x E X there is a countable heavenly 
sl, such that x E 0 91,. 
Proof. Let x E UO, open, with UO compact. By induction choose open sets U,,+, SO 
that XE U”+,t &+,c U,,. Set 9&=(U,,: nE@}. Cl 
We say that a space X is of point-countable type if for every x E X there is a 
countable heavenly 91, with x E n %,. Lemma 3.4 shows that if X is locally compact, 
then X is of point-countable type. We generalize this notion. Define h( x, X) to be 
the least cardinality of a heavenly 9& with x E n %,. Define h(X) to be 
sup{h(x, X): x E X}. This notation allows us to express the weaker hypotheses that 
our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 use. (Countable paracompactness and expandibility 
are defined in Section (5.) 
eorem ‘. Assume NMA. 
(a) If X is normal and h(X) < p, where p =C c, then X is collectionwise normal. 
(b) If X is hereditarily normal and h (x, X ) < c for all x E X, then X is collection wise 
normal, 
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Theorem 2’. Assume AMA. 
(a) If X is a countably paracompact space of point-countable type, then X is 
expandible. 
(b) If X is a hereditarily countably paracompact space and h (x, X ) c c for all x E X, 
then X is expandible. 
4. Splendid sets 
We are setting up the proof of Theorem l’, of which Theorem 1 is a special case. 
Recall from the introduction that 9 = { Yi: i E I} is a discrete collection of closed 
subsets of a normal space X, 9. Set Y = U 3. We are assuming that h(X) = p < c, 
so for each x E X, there is a heavenly %, E [ &]7 For each i E I, let Gi, G: be open 
sets with disjoint closures such that Yi c Gi and Y\ Yi c 6:. 
Set S = P,(X u 9). We think of s as coding (s n X, s n 9), which we think of as 
an approximation to X, 9. It is harmless but unnecessary to assume that X n 9 = 0. 
Typical elements of X are y, z, x; typical elements of 9 are U, V, W. Let us call 
s E S nice if s satisfies the following conditions: 
(I) If yes, then %.,.cs. 
(2) If VES, then X\~ES. 
(3) If y,UE s and y E U, then there is VE s so that YE Vc 6= U. 
(4) If U,VEs, then Un VEs. 
(5) If yi n s # 0, then G,,G: E s. 
We say that s E S is t-nice if s is nice, s E tt, and s n Y = t n Y. 
emma 4.6. (a) For all t E S, there is ti t-nice s. 
(b) The set of nice s is c,o-club. 
(c) Ifs is nice and x E s, then s n & is heavenly. 
roof. Routine closure arguments give (a) and (b); (c) follows from Lemma 3.2(b) 
and conditions (1 ), (3), and (4) of nice. Cl 
For s E S, define 
Y; =lJ {C,;?: YE Yin S}, 
t_?l'={Y,s: &I), 
X”=(lJ tV)u(snX). 
2. (a) Ifs is nice, then { v.;: i E I) is disjoint. 
(b) lf s is nice, then 9” is locall_y finite in X”. 
(c) Ifs is nice, then 9” is discrete in 
(d) Ifs is nice and 3” is locally jnit X, then 3‘ is discrete in 
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roof. (a) From condition (5) of nice. 
(b) 9 is locally finite, so by Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1 (c) for all x E X there are U,, 
Vx E %, so that Vx c U, and fin( U,, 9). If z E X”, then z E Vx for some x E s. If x E s, 
then fin( Vx, 9”) by conditions (1) and (2) of nice. 
(c, d) From Lemmas 3.1, 4.2(a), and 4.2(b). Cl 
In case X is hereditarily normal, we can work in X” and Lemma 4.2(c) suffices. 
If we assume only that X is normal, we need a stronger notion. We call s E S splendid 
if s is nice and 9” is locally finite in X. If s is splendid, then 9” is discrete in X 
by Lemma 4.2(d). Set 
N = {s E. S: s is nice}, C = {s E S: s is splendid}. 
We digress to mention the analogy with the method of elementary submodels. 
The conditions of nice assert that a nice s is closed under certain Skolem functions. 
The notion nice corresponds to the notion elementary submodel. The notion splendid 
corresponds to the notion of o-covering (or <p-covering) elementary submodel. 
Lemma 4.3. (a) C is cojnal. 
(b) C is c, p-closed. 
(c) If m is an omniscient normal measure on S, then m(Z) = 1. 
Proof. (a) Let t E S be arbitrary. By Lemma 4.1 (a) find a t-nice s. Set 
H=X\U{UE9:ord(U,%+=l), K=U{&E% Y~nszQ)). 
Ry normality there are disjoint open sets U and V so that H c U and K c V Apply 
Lemma 4. I (a) again to find an (s u { V})-nice s’; s’ is splendid. 
(b) Let D c C be p-directed. Set t = U D; by Lemma 4.1 (b) t is nice. We must 
show that 9’ is locally finite. Suppose not; by Lemma 3.3 there is an x such that 
for all U E %_x, U meets infinitely many Yl’s. Hence for each U E (If&, there is a 
countable q, c t so that {i E I: (3y E ru n Yi) U n Cj. f 0) is infinite. Because D 
is p-directed, there is s E D with ru c s for all U E a,. (This is where h(x, X) c p 
for all x E X is used.) Because s is splendid, there is U E S-X so that 
{i E 1: (3y E s n Y) U n Ct, Z 0) is finite. However C:. c CT., so that U n CJ. ZQ) 
implies that U n CJ, # 0. Contradiction! 
(c) Follows from (a), (b) and Lemma 2.4. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 
We start with an analogue of Nyikos’ theorem. 
normal, then there is a family ( W,.: y E Y} of functions 
resses down ), and 
(ii> if_~ E Vi, z E Y,, and i + j, then ;(sb 
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If X is hereditarily normal, there are extended functions w,,: N A {y}? + ?,,, but the 
conclusion in (ii) is weakened to w\,(s) n W,-(s) n X” = 0. 
roof. Let m be an omniscient, c-additive measure on 2’. Fix a splendid s. For each 
f E 2’ and e E 2, set H(J; e) = IJ { Yf: f (i) = e}. Because X is normal and 9” is 
discrete, there are disjoint open U(f; 0), U(f; 1) with H(f, e) c U(J e), for e E 2. 
By Lemma4.l(c),for y)?~ xns thereis W(y,f)Es with Ci,c W(y,f)c U(flf(i)). 
Fix YE Y;:ns. For VEST!& set A,=(f~2’: V= W(y,f)}. Because IS~CC, 
m is c-additive, and U {A,: VE sn T,,} =2’, there is d E [sn .YJcu such that 
m({fE2’:fEU(Av: V~d}})>z. Set yJs)=nd; M$(s)Es by condition (4) of 
nice. 
Towards verifying (ii), let y E Y, z E yj, and i #j. Because the intersection of a 
set of measure f and two sets of measure greater than $ is nonempty, there is f E 2’ 
such thatf(i)=O, f(j)=l, W,(s)c W(y,f), and Wz(s& W(z,f). Then 
W,4s)nWZ(s)cW(y,f)nW(z,f)cU(f,O)nLKD)=B. 
If X is hereditarily normal, we can use the normality of X” and Lemma 4.2 to 
define U(f, e), e E 2, disjoint in X”. Cl 
roof of Theorem 1’. (a) By NMA, there is an omniscient normal measure m on 
S. From Lemma 4.3(c), C has measure one. For each y E Y, apply Lemma 2.2 with 
f = Wy (from Lemma 5.1) and 7 =; to get A_:. c {y}j’ n C and a finite dy c Z Set 
W_,, = n dy. Thus when s E A_:. , then w\, c yV( s). Set Wi = e ( !4$: y E Yj}. 
W = { Wi: i E I} is an open expansion of 3. Towards showing that W is 
disjoint, let y E Y, z E Yj, and i #j. Let s E Al. n Ai (the intersection of two sets of 
measure >i). Then 
(b) We proceed as in (a), using nice sets in place of splendid sets. We can use 
Lemmas 2.5 and 4.1(b) (instead of Lemmas 2.4 and 4.3) to show that N has measure 
one. In the proof that W is disjoint, let x E X be arbitrary. Let s E A_;. n A: n {x)7- 
Then y,,n Wzn X” =0; i.e. XE Wyn Wz. Cl 
A space X is countablyparacompact if every countable open cover % = { U,,: n E w} 
has a locally finite open refinement 9. ‘se can, and in this paper do, require that 
9 be precise, i.e. 9? has the form (R,,: n E o}, where n = U, fQr all n E m- (Given 
9, set R, = U {R E 3 : n is least so that R c U,}.) We call a space X expandible if 
every locally finite family 
(Nyikos points out that wi 
the expansion be { Ei: i E I}, where 
finite no matter what 
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every index locally finite family has an index locally finite expansion. The interested 
reader can define index locally finite and replace braces with parentheses as 
appropriate.) 
See [2O] for a survey of when normal implies collectionwise normal. It is routine 
to show that a space is collectionwise normal iff every discrete family has a discrete 
open expansion. A pattern has emerged. Let H abe a set of topological and/or set 
theoretic hypotheses. If H + “X is normal” implies “X is collectionwise normal”, 
then often H + “X is countably paracompact” implies “X is expandible”. Theorems 
1 and 2 add to this pattern. In outline the proof of Theorem 2 is the same as the 
proof of Theorem 1. However, almost every step of the proof has additional technical 
difficulties. 
We set up as in Section 4 except as noted in this paragraph. 3 = ( Yi: i E I} is a 
locally finite family of closed subsets of a countably paracompact space X of 
point-countable type. Splendid, nice, 2, and N are defined as in Section 4, but 
without the use of normality. Normality was used to get Gi and G:, so we must 
omit condition (5) of the definition of nice-and parts (a), (c) and (d) of Lemma 4.2. 
A space is normal iff every countable discrete family has a discrete open expansion; 
normal is equivalent to w-collectionwise normal. The next result shows that count- 
ably paracompact is equivalent to o-expandible. 
Lemma 6.1 (Mansfield [IS]). A space X is countably paracompact #every countable 
1ocallyJinite family has a locally Jinite open expansion. 
Proof. (if) Let { U,,: n E w} be a countable open cover of X. Set L,, = 
U,,\U { U,,, : m c n}. Let {E,,: n E O} be a locally finite open expansion of { L,,: n E w}. 
Set R,=U,,nE,,. 
(only if) Let {L,,: n E w} be locally finite. For a E [o]’ O, set UU = X\U { Ei: i e a}. 
Let {R,: a E [LI)]‘-~} be a precise locally finite opep refinement of { Ua: a E [o]~~“}. 
Set E,=U{R,: nea}. 0 
Lemma 6.2. If W = ( W,, : n E W) is a countable increasing open cover of a countably 
paracompact space X, then there is a precise locally finite open rejnement 22 = 
(Q,,: nEo} withac W,,forall nEw. 
roof. Let 3 be a precise locally finite open refinement of ‘w: Set F,, = 
X\U {Rr,: n < m < w}. Check that % = {int F,,: n E o} covers X. Let 9 be a precise 
locally finite open refinement of 9% Then 91, e E = F,* c W,,. Cl 
We call a space X 8-expandible if for every locally finite family 3 there is a 
sequence g”, n E o, of open expansions of 3* such that for all x E X there is V E 9, 
and n E w, such that fin( V, ST”). We require that for all i E I and n E w, E :,’ ’ c E:’ . 
Call such a sequence an open @-expansion. 
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mma 6.3 (Smith [ 181). A countably paracompact 8-expandible space is expandible. 
roof. Let 9 = {L,: i E I} be Ic <ally fin&t in Xi Let Z”, n E w, be an open e-expansion 
of 9. Set a”= { U E 9: fin( U, 8”)); then “iir = (U % ‘? n E o} is an increasing 
countable open cover of X. Let 9 = {Q,,: n E o} be as in Lemma 6.2. Set Ei = 
U{ElnQ,: nEw}, then %={Ei: iEZ} is an open expansion of Z’. 
Let XEX. There is OE~-~ such that d={nE~:OnQ,,#@} is finite. We may 
shrink 0 and d so that if n E d, then x EEL IJ %‘I. For each n E d there is 
U&!Pn&. Set V= Wnn{V,,: nEd}; then fin(v 8’). Cl 
The next lemma replaces normality in the proof of Lemma 4.3(a). 
Lemma 6.4 (Balogh). Let 2 = (Li 1 i < h ) be 1ocallyJinite in a countablv paracompact 
space X of point-countable type. 2 has a locally3nite expansion 8’ = ( Ei: i < A) where 
Ei is the intersection of at mosi h open sets. 
Proof. By induction on A. 
Case 1. A 6 w. This is half of Lemma 6.1. 
Case 2. cf( A ) > o. For CY < A, set 9” = { Li: i < a}. By induction hypothesis there 
is a locally finite expansion ga ={Ey: i<(y). Set Ei=n {EF: i<a<A}. 
Let x E X be arbitrary; let Q& witness h (x, X) = w. Then wlf(x, ‘J!&); so for each 
ar there is I/(x, a) E %, with fin( U(x, cu), gU). Because cf(A) > I”u.,l, for some yK E %, 
the set (a,<A: U(x,a)= y,.) is cofinal in A. Then fin( &, 8). 
Case 3. w = cf( A ) < A. Let v : w + A be increasing, cofinal, and v(0) = 0. Set In = 
{i E A: v(n) s i < v( n + ‘1). By Lemma 6.1 there is a locally finite open expansion W 
Of (IJ (Li: iE In}: n E W}. 
Let 9” ={Li: i E I,}. By induction hypothesis there is a locally finite expansion 
%“={Er: iEIn}. For &I,, set Ei= Wnn Ey. Cl 
First, give o the point measure where (k} has measure 2-“-I. Use this measure 
to construct p, the usual product measure on &. The following property will be 
enjoyed by any extension of p. 
Lemma 7.1. For all q E W, there is r E w such that for all d E [I]’ 
ru({f e&J’: qcrangefld})>& 
roof. Note that p({fEW’: kI;rrangefld})=(l-2-‘““‘)r~ Choose r so that 
(1-2-y)‘<(3(q+l))-‘. cl 
ma 7.2. PMEA is equivalent o “For a/[ [ there is an om 
p on w ’ extending the usual prodtrrt meast~re~‘. 
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roof. Define h : 2” + w by 
h(f)= 
0 if f (k)=O for all k, 
k iff(k)=l andf(j)=Oforallj<k. 
Now, h i:;duces a map h*: 2”x’+of. Notice that h* and its inverse preserve the 
measures of basic open sets. Hence product measure on 2wx’ can be extended to 
an omniscient measure iff product measure on w’ can be extended to an omniscient 
measure. q 
Roughly speaking, the next lemma says that Burke’s argument applies to (s n 
X, s n 9) when s is splendid. 
mma 7.3 (Burke [2]). Assume PMEA. If X is countably paracompact, and for every 
x E X there is a heavenly %, E [TX]’ ‘, then there is a family ( y,.,,: y E Y, n E w} of 
functions V,, : C n {y}? + 7,. such that 
(i) y E V,,,(s) E s (i.e. y,.,, presses down ), and 
(ii) (Wi: n E 0) is an open &expansion of 9”, where 
Wi = {U ( V,.,(S): YE Yi}: i E I}. 
If X is hereditarily countably paracompact, there are extended functions y,.,,: N n 
(y)? + TV, but the conclusion in (ii) is weakened to (?V.l,: n E w) is an open &expansion 
of @” in X”. 
Proof. For f E o’, let “;Ar,. = { W,.k: k E O} be a locally finite open expansion of 
(U (Y:: f (i) = k}: k E o}. F’ IX s E C and y E Yi. There is W(y, f) E s SO that y E 
W(y,f)c Wjf(i).Set AV={f&: V = W( y, f )}. By PMEA there is an omniscient 
c-additive measure m* on W’ extending usual product measure. We reason as in 
Lemma 5.1. Because m* is c-additive and s n 9y is heavenly, for each y E Y n s and 
n E o there is V,.,JS)E s so that m*({f E 0’: V,.,,(s)c W/f(i)})> n/(n+l). Define 
Wi as in (ii). 
Towards verifying &expansion, fix x E X. For f E w’, there is v+ %.% so that 
fin( LQ, Wf ). We reason as above. Since m* is c-additive, there are U e %.r and q E w 
SO that m*( { f E o ’ : I( k E w : W,.k n U # @}I < q}) > $. Apply Lemma 7.1 to get r. We 
claim that ord( U, TV&) < r. Towards a contradiction, assume that there are d E [Z]’ 
and {y(i): i E d} SO that y(i) E Yi and U n V\.(i),Jr # (b for all i E d. By intersecting 
sets of sufficiently large measure, we obtain f so that 
/(keo: W,.kn U #B)l<q, 
4 = rangef I4 
for all iE d, yv(i),JrC Wf (i). 
The last two conditions imply I{ k E w: W, k n U z ~n}lz q. Contradiction! 
In case X is hereditarily eourltably paracormpact, we argue in X‘. q 
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We proceed as in Theorem 1’. 
Lemma 8.1. Let X be a countably paracompact space of point-countable type. Let C 
be defined as in the second paragraph of Section 6. 
(a) C is cojnal. 
(b) C is c, ml -closed. 
(c) If m is an omniscient normal measure on S, then m(x) = 1. 
roof. (a) Let s E S be arbitrary. Apply Lemma 6.4 with Li = Yi n s to get a locally 
finite expansion 8 where Ei has the form n{ V( i, a): Q! c vi}, where each V( i, a) 
is open and vi G IsI CC. Since c is regular, V= { V( i, 0): cy < Vi, Yi n s # (3) E S. Let 
s’ be (s u V)-nice. Then s’ is splendid. 
(b, c) as in Lemma 4.3. q 
roof of Theorem 2’. (a) By NMA there is an omniscient normal c-additive measure 
p on P,S. From Lemma 8.1(c), C has measure one. For y E Y, n E W, apply Lemma 
2.2 to I& (from Lemma 7.3) with 7 = l/n to get A: c {y}t and a finite d: c yy. Set 
W(y, n)=n dJ1; set Er =IJ (W(y, n): ye Y,}; and set %‘n =(El: iE I}. 
Fix x E X. By c-additivity and conclusion (ii) of Lemma 7.3, there are U E 
q&,TcS,andn,q~(~ suchthat T={sES:ord(U,W~)<q},and~(T)>&Letm 
be the maximum of n and 2q. We claim that ord( U, %‘“) < q. Towards a contradiction, 
suppose there exist d E [Z]” and (y(i): i E d} such that for all i E d, y(i) E Yi and 
W(y( i), m) n U # (b. Then there _s s E T n n {A_:(i): i E d}. Contradiction! 
(b) Combine the ideas of the proofs of Theorems l’(b) and 2’(a). q 
Theorem 9.1 is the key to Section 9. Let Z be the disjoint union of .Z and K. The 
Iteration Theorem [ 13,3.13] suggests that forcing with M(Z) is the same as firsi 
forcing with M(J) and then M(Z\J) in the sense of the extension; it does not, 
unfortunately, provide us with the isomorphism we need. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 9.1 is simple. Identify 2’ and 2’ x 2K. Think 
of a E M(Z) as a subset of the rectangle 2’ x 2 K. Let g E 2’ be the random function 
dptermined by a generic G on M(J). The isomorphism we want takes a to the 
section of a over g. Technical difficulties arise in translating t s naive idea into a 
proof. First, a E M(Z) is an e 
itself. So choose X E a. If X E then the section of 
is empty. So we choose a Baire set in a definable way 
from the basic open subsets of 2 we will dek- ~C-4*b 
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from the basic open subsets of 2’, in the sense of V[G], in the same way B was 
defined from the basic open subsets of 2’, in the sense of V. The isomorphism we 
want takes a to the equivalence class of the section of cp( B) over g. 
Our basic reference for random reals in [ 131. ‘%(I), the family of Baire subsets 
of 2’, is the a-algebra generated by ?l( I) = {A( i, e): i E Z, e E 2}, where A( i, e) = 
(f~ 2’: f(i) = e}. The point of the isomorphism q is that A( i, e)V # A( i, e) VrG1. 
Every element of M(Z) contains a set C%+%?(Z) of the form C= 
u in ML, e,,,n ): m E o}: n E o}. Thus every equivalence class of measurable sets 
contains a Baire set, and the reduced measure algebra M(Z) can be considered the 
quotient @(I)/%( I), where and %(I) is the u-ideal of measure zero subsets of 2’. 
We note that if .Z c I, then %(.Z) is completely embedded in %(I) by the map 
i( W) = W X 2”J. Because i takes measure zero sets to measure zero sets, i induces 
a complete embedding i#: M(J)+ M(Z). Hence if G is a filter on M(J), we may 
form the quotient M(Z)/ G, defined by a -G 6 iff there is c E G with a A i”(c) = 
6 h i”(c). 
We need the machinery of Baire codes to embed %(I)’ into %(I) ‘[? The 
following is extracted from [ 13, pp. 894-8971. Each Baire set is coded via countable 
operations on a countable subset of 1. Baire codes are absolute, as are the relations 
equality and measure zero, and the operations complement, union, and intersection. 
L4et eval(c) be the Baire set which realizes the Baire code c. 
In V[G], we define cp: %(Z)v+@(Z)VIG1 by cp(eval(c)v)=eval(c)VIG1. Then (p 
is a isomorphism which preserves all countable sups and infs in V Note that $%H( I)’ 
is not necessarily a a-algebra in V[ G]. 
Theorem 9.1. Let J and K be disjoint and Z = J v K. Let G be M (J)-generic over Vi 
(a) In V[G], M(Z)‘/G= M(Z#‘[“‘. 
(b) In V, M(Z)=M(J) * T, where T is the M(J)-name for M(K) V[G? 
roof. (a) For ZE 2Jand X c 2’, we define the section of X over z, X2 = 
z u y E X}. Working in V[ G], let g E 2-l be the random function added by 
G. It is routine that defining l(X) = XR yields a homomorphism 5: @(I) + s(K). 
If m, ( N) = 0, then mJ ({ z E 2’ : mK ( AL) # 0)) = 0 by Fubini’s theorem, and, by gener- 
icity, g misses all measure 0 Baire sets coded in V [13, 3.81. Hence if c E V and 
m,(eval(c))=O, then m&(q(eval(c)))=O. Thus ~0~ determines l*: M(Z)V+ 
M(K)VIG1. For X, X’EB(Z)~, set A={z~~~:X,=X~}E B(J). Either A/% or 
(2’\6)/92 is in G. Thus [#(X/S) = [“(X’/%) iff there is ZE G with X/!K n i”(Z) = 
X’/%ni*(Z). Hence 5” induces a one to one map 8: M(Z)“/G+ M(K)VrG1. 
The hardest part of the proof is to show that 6 is onto. A detailed proof that 6 0 9 
is onto (and hence 5’ and 8 are onto) is given in Lemma 3.21 of [ 131. It is a delicate 
induction on the construction of codes for Baire sets. Below we show that J#, and 
hence 8, are onto. 
TO show that 6” is onto, it suffices to find, for every C E a(K) v(ciI of the form 
C = u u-7 (4 k,,,, 9 B,,,,J: n-l c 01: 21 E es), a DC 2+(l)” with &p( )) = C. We begin 
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by noting that there are, in V, M(J)-names 0; TV,,,, such that val, G = C, (r,,,,,: m, n E 
O}E V,W-T~,E%(K) for all m, nEo, and Iba=U {n {rtlrn: mEa}: nEw}_ 
Claim. For every M(J) -name r in V such that IF 7~ VI(K), there is BE s(L)‘such 
that l(B) = valG 7. 
roof. Let 7 be a M( J)-name such that It-TE%(K). Let (pi: l~w}c M(J) be 
maximal pairwise incompatible such that pI II- r = A( k,, q). Choose b, E ‘23(I) so that 
b,/% = pt. Set B = IJ {bt x A&, e,): IE w}. In V[G], there is exactly one p/ E G, and 
that pt forces both 7 = A#,, 4 and 5(NU) = A&, cl). 0 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 9.1, for each m, n E w, apply the claim to r,, 
to get B,,,,,. Set D = U {n {B,,,,,: mEW}: neti}. DE V because {T,,,: m,nEw}E V, 
and D satisfies {( cp( D)) = C. 
(b) M(I)= M(J) * a, where (T is the M(J)-name for M(I)“/G [12, 
p. 302, K7]. q 
Although not necessary, it will simplify notation to officially define an element 
of M(I) to be not an equivalence class of Baire sets, but rather the codes of minimal 
set theoretic rank for those Baire sets. 
mma 9.2. Let j : V+ M be an elementary embedding with critical point K. Then 
j)M(K) is the identity andj(M(u))=(M(jK))M =(M(jtc))‘. 
roof. With the official definition, M(K) c VK, on which j is the identity. Because 
M” c M, all codes for Baire subsets of M( jtc) are in M. Cl 
.3. Let j : V+ M be an elemenrary embedding with critical point K. Let 4 
be a formula of the language of set theory with free variables among x1, . . . , x,,. 
Let 7 1,. . . , T,, be M(K) names. Let G be M(+generic over V Then in V[G], 
bb(J ‘7 I,-*--1 .hNVG E Mt jK\K). 
Proof. First, I[~(T,, . . . , T”)~E M(K), so jI#(q,. . . , rn)l E j(M(tc)). By Lemma 9.2 
this becomes i+(jq, . . . , jr,, )j E M( jK). Apply Lemma 9.1 with I = jK, J = K, and 
Hc: = jK\K, to obtain ([+(jq, . . . , jr,,)j/GE M(jK\K) in the extension V[G]. 0 
Now we discuss the Kunen-Paris technique. Let K be supercompact; let % be a 
normal ultrafilter on P,A. Then % defines a 
can be recovered from j using the fact that 
equivalence to define an extension of % in V 
T of P,h in V[G], where K is not s 
where K is supercompact. 
iff j”h E valG jz 
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in V[ G] by defining p( T) to be m([j”A E valGjTl) and proving that p has the 
desired properties. However, it is no more work to prove a general result about V[ G]. 
Theorem 9.4. Let j: V+ M be an elementary embedding such that j 1 K is the identity, 
j(K) > K, and j is definable from parameter % in V (e.g. % might be a normal 
fine ultrafilter on PJ ). Let G be M(K) -generic over V and K be M (jtt \ K )-generic 
over V[G]. 
(a) In V[G, K ] there is a filter H, which is M( jK )-generic over V (hence over M ), 
and there is an elementary embedding j*: V[ G] + M [ H ] extending j. ( Formally, j* is 
a class deJinable from parameters %, G, K in V[ G, K 3.) 
(b) In V[G], a sentence &(a,, . . . , a,,, j*), with parameters aI,. . . , a,, from V[G], 
has Boolean value in M(jK\K) 
roof. (a) Let 7~ be the M(K)-name for M(jK\K). By Theorem 91(b) there is an 
isomorphism L: M( jK) + M(K) * n. Define H = L-‘{( p, 7): p E G, vale 7 E K}. Note 
thatGcHbecauseb(p)=(p,I\forpEM(~).ForaE V[G],definej*(a)=val&), 
where valG r = a. We check that j* is well defined. If [a = 70 = p E G, then I[ jc = j,j = 
jp = p E G c H. A similar calculation shows that j* is an elementary embedding. 
If 4(6,..., a,,) holds in V[G], then for appropriate names q, . . . , T,, we 
have [&r,..., T,)IJ=~EG. Then (I+(jq,...,jrJ=jp=pEGcH. Hence 
4(j*a,, . . . , j*a,,) holds in M[H]. 
(b) A sentence +(a,, . . . , a,,, j”) is an abbreviation for a sentence 
@(a I,-•*r a,,, %, G, K). All these parameters but K are in V[G]. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. It is well known (e.g. [ 13, Theorem 3.141) that if G is a V-generic 
filter on M(K), then in V[ G], c = K. 
In V[ G], let A 2 c. We must find an omniscient normal measure on S = P,A. Let 
Q be a normal ultrafilter on §, and apply Theorem 9.4 to get j*. We will define 
p: P(S)+[O, 11 by p(T) = m(q( T)) where m is the usual measure on M(jK\K), 
and v: P(S)+ M(jK\K) is the K-complete homomorphism defined by q(T) = 
[ j”A E j* Tn. 
First, towards K-completeness, uppose that T = U ( T1: ar < p), where p < K. 
Then j*T=j*(U{T,:a<p})=U{j*~I: cx <j/3 = p}. Then I[ j”A E j” 7-1 = [ j”A E 
U{~TR:~<P)D*T~~~~I(T)=SU~(~~(T,,): Q! <p}.The proofthat q(S\T)= l\q( T) 
is simpler and omitted. 
Note that s(p) = { T E P(S): p( T) = 1) = { T E P(S): [ j”A E j” Tn = 1). Towards 
verifying normality, suppose that TE s(p)’ and f: T + A satisfies f(s) E s for all 
s E 7I Then [j”A E j*Tn > 0, SO we can choose K so that [j”A E j*( T)n E K. NOW 
j"A E j*( T) will be true in V[ G, K 1. By elementarity, (j*f )( j’h ) E j”A; that is, 
(j*f )( j”A ) = ja! for some cy E A. Set T’ = (s E T: f( s) = cu}. Then j”A E j”( T’) is true 
in V[G, K]; hence [j"A Ej*T'n> . Thus f ;s coa.stant on T’E S(p)‘. 
For the discussion preceding Theorem 2:3, we will verify that P( S)/9(@) = 
M(~K\K). Let pd”, hd’“,and hi? 4 bethera 
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and K, respectively. Working in V[ G], we will show that q( T,) = [k(a) = 01 where 
T, = {s E S: g(ot(s n a)) = 0) for K s a < jtc. Since j*G = H, j*g = h. By construction 
of H, k = h 1 (jK\K). Thus j*T, = {s E j*S: h(ot(s n ja)) = 0). Hence 
as desired. (We are working in V[G], where statements about j*, h, and k have 
Boolean value in M(jfc\K)). Cl 
10. Cohen reals 
Balogh showed that the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 hold after adding 
supercompact many Cohen reals. How does the axiom and combinatorics proof go 
when we force -vith RO(K), the regular open algebra of 2”, instead of M(K)? The 
Kunen-Paris technique gives a c-complete homomorphism h: P( P,A ) + RO( V) for 
some v > A. (See [8].) The existence of such a homomorphism is a natural analogue 
of NMA. The analogues of the lemmas in Section 2 hold, but to obtain Lemma 2.2 
we need to use the combinatorics of endowments on RO( v). Because proving the 
existence of endowments and using them are much longer than the arithmetic 
arguments possible with a measure, this approach loses some of its appeal. It would 
be nicer to have the combinatorics already in the axiom. 
We can pull the endowments of RO( v) and M(v) back the homomorphism to 
P( P,A ) and P(29. The following axiom holds after adding supercompact many 
either Cohen or random reals and suffices to prove Theorem 1’. 
“For all A 2 c there is a normal filter 9 on P,A, and a subset 3’ of P( P,A) such that 
(i) every disjoint family from 9+ is countable, 
(ii) ifU{T,:a<~}~@.,where~<c,thenUd~~forsomed~[~]~”, 
(iii) if L, U&Z?, and FE 9, then LnL’nFf0. 
Moreover, for each J, there is 3% P(2J) such that 
(iv) if lJ (T,: a < p} = 2-‘, where p cc, then U d E 3” for some d E [PI’“, 
(v) if L, L’EY, and i#jd, then LnL’n{fE2’:f(i)Zf(j)}f0.” 
The formulation of an axiom sufficient to prove Theorem 2 is left to the interested 
reader. 
uestions 
We conclude with a few questions left open by this paper. 
(1) In Theorem l’(a) can “ 
(One approach is to pro 
more general than K,p-C 
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(2) In Theorems 1 and 2 can “locally compact” be weakened to “k-space”? (For 
partial results, see [4].) 
(3) In Theorem 2’(a) can “h(X) = w” be weakened to “h(X) < c”? (One approach 
is to strengthen Lemma 6.4, or to prove Lemma 8.1 without it.) 
(4) NMA implies the consistency of large cardinals; does the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 ? (One approach is to modify the space in [7] so that it is locally compact.) 
(5) If P( P,A),W is a measure algebra and 9 is normal, must it be the case that 
P(P,A)/F= M(v), where A+< v~2~? 
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